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The beloved story of Noah and the ark is retold in this delightful new addition to the best-selling Fisher-Price lift-the-flap line. Noah’s amazing adventure comes to life with dozens of exciting
flaps in this book based on the popular Little People Noah’s Ark play set. When God told Noah to build a boat, he did! And he filled it with two of every animal. Early learning activities
throughout and more than 50 flaps that are both educational and entertaining make this a book that kids will go back to again and again.
Featuring the adorable Animals of the Rainforest characters, this board book features a convenient carry-along stroller strap. Full color.
Into the Sun, the second volume in the epic sci-fi series, The Underfoot, is a fast-paced graphic novel full of daring escapes, heroic rescues, and devious cunning. It presents a world in which
the tiniest creatures demonstrate the greatest feats of strength, courage, and friendship, leaving you fully invested in their furry fate… It has been untold years since the Giants-That-Were
disappeared, leaving behind the animals forever changed by their strange science. Now, granted the gifts of intelligence and self-awareness, the valiant Hamster Aquatic Mercenaries and their
new allies, the Hamster Airborne Paratroopers, struggle to keep their hordes alive in a dangerous world. In The Underfoot: Into the Sun, H.A.M. has joined forces with H.A.P., using their
differing gifts and combined knowledge to explore new territory and aid “clients” with problems both on land and in the Great Wide above. After priceless Giants-That-Were artifacts vanish
from storage and one of their allies is double-crossed by deadly “stingers,” H.A.M. and H.A.P. find themselves at the center of a plot far more sinister than anything they’ve faced before. But
it’s not just supplies that have gone missing; hamsters have begun disappearing, too. The mysterious dots are finally connected when a third hamster colony arrives, bringing clues that reveal
an insidious plan of annihilation by Hashak, leader of the “scales” and sworn enemy of the “fur.” Soon, Hashak will use the Giants’ deadly technology and the labor of kidnapped hamsters to
complete her secret weapon. Will the three allied hamster hordes succeed in their most dangerous mission yet, or will everything — and everyone — they know succumb to Hashak’s terrible
scheme?
You Can Count on Animals to Make Yoga Fun! What could be more fun for kids than to hop like a frog, slither like a snake, and roar like a lion—all while learning an empowering, healthy life
skill? Zoo Zen: A Yoga Story for Kids is a delightful pose-along adventure for children ages four to eight. Young readers will join our heroine Lyla as she learns ten yoga poses from her friends
at the zoo, receiving helpful tips along the way from each animal she encounters. Using rhyming and counting to make memorization easier, here is an imaginative book that combines the
benefits of yoga with kids’ natural love for animals to create a magical learning journey that parents and kids can enjoy together. Ages 4–8
Beware, citizens of Silicon Valley ... the bad Toonies are on their way. But never fear, Uncle Wom and the good Toonies are not far behind, and they will help Jeremy Kern, a young human
newspaper cartoonist save the day.
Join the Fisher-Price Little People as they visit the farm and learn about shapes, colors, animals and more in this interactive board book with more than 50 flaps to lift! This book features
favorite Little People characters discovering all the fun to be had on a farm. With more than 50 flaps for little hands to open, this book includes activities that reinforce early learning concepts
like counting, colors, shapes, and more!
Special re-issue net price $4.00 Pets in Pants are ready to party in the sticker and doodling book that puts the hats on cats and the togs on dogs! With two pages of silly sticker outfits to
choose from, kids can embellish amusing scenes with stickers or simply doodle on designer costumes. Dress the penguins for the red carpet, stick the pants on ants or complete balletdancing flamingos or pirating parrots, plus much, much more.
Introduces counting from one to ten and basic colors, shapes, opposites, and animal sounds by means of illustrations of the Fisher-Price little people going about their daily business on their
farm, with over 40 lift-up flaps.
This unique Fisher-Price book helps kids find out what’s inside a world of adventure with the turn of large die-cut pages throughout. Colorful large board book reveals what is inside five
different exciting places. Dozens of labels teach over 250 words. The Fisher-Price gang become pirates, perform in a circus, ride dinosaurs, live in a castle, and experience the Old West. Kids
turn the page in every spread to reveal what’s inside the location being featured – all of the stuff on a pirate ship, everything under the big top at the circus, all of the fun things to be found in
the times of the dinosaurs, the cool things inside of a castle and all of the places from the Old West. • Kids turn the die-cut page to see what’s inside each place • Locations include the pirate
ship, circus, prehistoric cave, old western town and a castle. • Over 250 object labels and busy scenes make this book an interactive vocabulary-builder. • Educational value of the FP Lift-theFlap successful format: - Busy, colorful pages offer many new things to discover every time the books are opened. - Bold labels enforce vocabulary-building and early word/object recognition. Every book is packed with early learning concepts (counting, colors, matching, action words, shapes, etc) - Engaging, interactive formats encourage discovery and imagination.
Join the Little People as they visit the zoo and see an amazing assortment of animals in this updated, bestselling lift-the-flap board book featuring brand new art! From a polar bear and her
baby to a jumping kangaroo to mischievous monkeys to lounging lions and so much more, there are amazing animals everywhere Sofie, Koby and their friends look when they pay a visit to
the zoo. Brand new bright and cheery illustrations, more than fifty flaps to lift that introduce surprises, and early learning concepts including action words, make Fisher-Price Little People:
Welcome to the Zoo! a book to turn to again and again.
Join the Fisher-Price animal friends and introduce little learners to shapes. With a flap on every page, Discovering Shapes will encourage your child to read and learn in a fun and interactive
way.
The latest title in DK's charming new alphabet series looks at the fabulous zebra, other zebra-striped animals, and some related words that begin with "z." Take a first look at the super-cool
zebra in this beautifully illustrated nonfiction picture ebook for babies and toddlers. Part of DK's illustrated animal alphabet series that makes a wonderful first gift, Z is for Zebra is quirky and
fun, and perfect for holding the attention of little ones. It has friendly, read-aloud text and delightful illustrations by Livi Gosling. Young animal lovers will be smiling in no time as they point to
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the exciting zebra pictures, discover amazing things about these intriguing creatures, meet some other zebra-striped animals, and learn interesting words that begin with or contain the letter
"z." Learn that zebra-print stripes help to hide zebras, cool them, and keep flies off them; that a group of zebras is called a zeal; that a zebroid is the offspring of a zebra and a horse; and meet
other animals in a zebra-striped zoo, including the zebrafish, the zebra finch, and the zebra caterpillar! Filled with simple, playful facts, Z is for Zebra provides lots to talk about and lots to look
at for curious, animal-loving babies and toddlers everywhere.
In Peek-a-Boo! Baby!, vivid photography of adorable baby faces matched with large lift-the-flaps make for an engaging first book that's tons of fun for babies and their parents! Part of a new
baby faces line, these sturdy, small board books are just-right for curious little ones fascinated by other babies. By turning the page and lifting the sturdy flaps, babies can observe the faces of
a range of different children as they play a game of peek-a-boo! There are bright pictures and simple labels throughout the book, which teaches emotions and other first words while reinforcing
children's awareness of the expressive faces around them. With rounded corners, irresistible lift-the-flaps, and bouncy rhyming text, this lightweight book is easy to handle and promotes
language development and develops hand-eye coordination. From Scholastic Early Learners THE name in early learning!
Lots of sturdy flaps and a perfect holiday theme are freshly presented in the new release of a refreshed—and best-selling—Fisher-Price Little People Christmastime Is Here!(nearly half a million
copies sold). The cover’s been redesigned to call out the attractive offerings in this book featuring lots on every page to engage children and embraces all of the fun aspects of the Season
(Santa, sledding, caroling, and more). Fun flaps on every page, and familiar Little People characters (Eddie, Sonya Lee and their friends) make this a must have under every toddler’s tree.
It's time for bed. Join Owl as he wishes his animal friends goodnight.
New look for an old best-selling title! Let’s Go to the Zoo! teaches early-learning concepts in one of toddlers’ favorite places—the Little People zoo! Packed with flaps, Let’s Go to the Zoo!
Brings learning to this favorite Little People location. Eddie, Sarah Lynn, and all their friends discover colors, animal sounds, counting, and more as they enjoy a trip to the town zoo. Based on
the best-selling Fisher-Price Little People A-Z Learning Zoo playset, this book will be one kids will want to open again and again.
It’s time for a jungle adventure with the Fisher Price animals in this interactive board book
Build your children’s reading skills while introducing them to four incredible animals with this four-book bind up of Level 2 Animal Planet readers! Each book is in this four-book bind-up of Level 2 readers is
written from the point of view of a different member of the animal kingdom: a polar bear, a shark, a gorilla, and a dolphin. Animal PlanetIncredible Animals4-Book Reader Bindup Level 2 is chock full of
intriguing facts about each animal’s way of life and includes vivid photographs of their wild worlds. With vocabulary geared toward kindergarteners and first-graders, and glossaries for each book that help
promote reading comprehension, this volume offers young animal lovers a most satisfying way to build their literacy skills while deepening their love of reading.
As Baby Bunny explores the fields, the reader is invited to find objects in the pictures.
Halloween is full of fun and surprises when there are more than 40 flaps to open. Interactive activities throughout enforce early learning concepts—colors, counting, and more! Halloween is full of fun and
surprises when there are more than 40 flaps to open! Come along with Eddie and his friends as they make Jack-o-lanterns, march in a costume parade, and trick-or-treat under a spooky full moon. Who is
dressed as a princess? Who is hiding in the jack-o-lantern? Kids lift the flaps to discover the answer. Interactive activities throughout enforce early learning concepts—colors, counting, and more!
This book features favorite Little People characters enjoying the day with healthy and fun activities. With 40 flaps for little hands to open, each spread teaches new words including healthy foods and action
verbs. It’s time to get moving with the Little People! Whether it’s tumbling in gym class, sledding in the winter, or dancing inside on a rainy day Eddie, Sarah Lynn, and all their friends know that it’s healthy
and fun to find ways to Get up ‘n’ Go! Every page features lots of labels, healthy foods to find, and exciting flaps that will keep toddlers coming back to visit again and again.
Favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in and around the classroom through a charming book featuring lots of flaps for little hands to open. This Little People® flap book is sure to
be any toddler’s favorite. Eddie, Sonya Lee, and their friends all enjoy a typical day at preschool in this big book packed with flaps for little hands to open! Whether exploring the classroom, putting on a play,
or enjoying the playground, favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in and around the classroom.
Slide six tabs to reveal fun surprises in the die-cut pages of this book about a day on the farm with Sofie, Koby, and all the Fisher Price Little People! No day is an ordinary day when Eddie, Mia, and the rest
of the Fisher Price Little People head to the farm! Slide six tabs to reveal fun surprises in the die-cuts on the pages, and join in the friends’ fun as they set out to explore and discover some new and amazing
things in the Fisher Price Little People: Hello, Farm sliding tab board book!
Young readers can lift the flaps to learn about opposites, counting, feelings, shapes, and colors. On board pages.

NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The lives of three women—transgender and cisgender—collide after an unexpected pregnancy forces them to confront their deepest desires ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF 2021 SO FAR . . . Vulture: “Reading this novel is like holding a live wire in your hand.” Time: “One of the most celebrated novels of the year.” Marie Claire: “You won't be able to
put it down.” Bustle: “The book everyone is talking about.” Named One of the Best Books of the Year by Esquire • Longlisted for The Women’s Prize • Roxane Gay’s Audacious Book Club
Pick • New York Times Editors’ Choice Reese almost had it all: a loving relationship with Amy, an apartment in New York City, a job she didn't hate. She had scraped together what previous
generations of trans women could only dream of: a life of mundane, bourgeois comforts. The only thing missing was a child. But then her girlfriend, Amy, detransitioned and became Ames,
and everything fell apart. Now Reese is caught in a self-destructive pattern: avoiding her loneliness by sleeping with married men. Ames isn't happy either. He thought detransitioning to live as
a man would make life easier, but that decision cost him his relationship with Reese—and losing her meant losing his only family. Even though their romance is over, he longs to find a way
back to her. When Ames's boss and lover, Katrina, reveals that she's pregnant with his baby—and that she's not sure whether she wants to keep it—Ames wonders if this is the chance he's
been waiting for. Could the three of them form some kind of unconventional family—and raise the baby together? This provocative debut is about what happens at the emotional, messy,
vulnerable corners of womanhood that platitudes and good intentions can't reach. Torrey Peters brilliantly and fearlessly navigates the most dangerous taboos around gender, sex, and
relationships, gifting us a thrillingly original, witty, and deeply moving novel.
What's inside all the buildings around town? Eddie, Maggie, and friends help kids find out. The Little People ¨ characters visit five different town locales: the schoolhouse, firehouse, garage,
farm, and market. Once they've explored the outside of each location, kids turn a big flap to reveal what's in side the place being featured. Hundreds of object labels and busy scenes make
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this book an interactive vocabulary-builder.
Babies will enjoy cozying up with their rainforest friends. Parents will love pointing out all the fun and loving ways to interact with family.
Fisher-Price Our Animal FriendsReader's Digest
Readers can lift the flap to find indicated colors, animals, and actions as children garden and play outside in the spring. On board pages.
Celebrate the sweetest holiday of the year with the Fisher-Price Little People in this lift-the-flap favorite with all new art! There’s nothing sweeter than spending Valentine’s Day snuggled up
and reading Fisher-Price Little People Valentine’s Day Is Here! Featuring all new art, this interactive format is filled with learning opportunities and Valentine’s Day fun. Celebrate with Sofie
and her friends as they make cards and cakes and share all the sweetness the holiday has to offer. Lift more than 50 flaps to be introduced to early learning concepts, including shapes and
matching.
Students visit the nature center, firehouse, aquarium, and dinosaur and science museums on a class trip, during which they learn about colors, shapes, and patterns. On board pages.
Young readers can view ways things move, from airplanes to bouncy balls, and learn simple words. On board pages.
This book features favorite Little People characters discovering all the fun to be had on a farm. With lots of flaps for little hands to open, each spread teaches colors, shapes, counting and
opposites, with the opportunity to learn over 45 words. This Little People flap book is sure to be a hit with kids! Eddie, Sonya Lee, and their friends spend the day at a farm, and toddlers can
explore right alongside them. Whether visiting the barn, playing with the animals or "working" at the farm stand, favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in this
environment. On each spread, simple concepts are taught, including colors, shapes, counting and opposites.
Little Zebra dancing, prancing, jumps without a care - - until she loses her Mama! As the zebra herd moves on the African plains, Mama is not far behind and helps her young one find the herd
again. A sweet story of youthful adventure and motherly love, told with short rhyming lines and warm illustrations.Written by preschool teacher Julie Abery and captured by Suzie Mason's
beautiful artwork, this book in Little Animal Friends board book series will delight babies and toddlers and demand to be read again and again.
This new title in the wildly popular Fisher-Price Little People Lift-the-Flap book series features jobs people do. Firefighters, police officers, doctors, and teachers—these are the important jobs
that people do every day. Join Eddie and his friends as they learn what each job entails. Busy scenes, lots of word labels, and more than 40 surprise flaps will keep kids coming back again
and again.
Celebrate the magic of Easter with the Little People® friends! With over 55 flaps to lift, Easter Is Here! will be a fast favorite. Colored eggs, chocolate bunnies, candy-filled baskets…Easter is
coming, and Eddie and his friends can’t wait! Kids will love joining their Little People® friends as they color eggs, march in an Easter parade, and even get a glimpse into the Easter Bunny’s
workshop. With over 45 fun surprise flaps to lift and learning activities throughout, Easter Is Here! is a holiday favorite.
Join in the festivities of the season as Mike and Sully race to light the big Christmas tree, Alice finds the Red Queen 's present, Peter Pan brings Christmas to Never Land, and more! With 12
stories featuring your favorite Disney and Disney Pixar characters, each meant to be read aloud in five minutes, this padded storybook with beautiful illustrations is the perfect fit for bedtime,
story time, or anytime!
In this Inside/Outside book, favorite Little People characters show kids what’s inside a variety of animal environments. With die-cut pages and lot of words brought to life, it’s perfect for young
minds. What’s inside? This unique Look-Inside book helps kids find out. Our Animal Friends, the newest book in the series, takes kids on a fantastic journey to eight different “animal
environments.” Eddie, Maggie, and friends visit the rainforest, the desert, the arctic, and more in this wonderfully inviting book. Busy scenes and hundreds of objects (with labels) make this
book a great interactive vocabulary-builder.
A feast for baby's senses! The soft, fuzzy cover and cloth pages of the books in the Friends Cloth series feature vibrantly colored animals for baby to identify. In Duck and Friends, a cheerful
duck on the cover opens to reveal a cute cat, slithery snail, and others. A touch of the pages produces an irresistible crinkling sound and a shake reveals gentle rattling. Fabric tabs extending
from each page provide more stimulation for little fingers as baby rubs, squeezes, and shakes this adorable book.
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